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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 around 

Wheat: 1 to 2 higher  

Soybeans: 2 to 4 higher 

Soybean Meal .5 to 1.0 higher 

Soybean Oil: 5 to 10 higher 

 

 

Weather:   

A trough moving into the Midwest will remain in the East through this weekend. A ridge is building into the West 
and will move into the Plains this weekend and a new trough will move into the West this weekend, setting up a 
trough-ridge-trough pattern. The pattern does not change through the middle of next week, but at least the 
eastern trough will weaken, and the ridge becomes more dominant. The U.S. and European models are in fair 
agreement. The European ensembles produce too much shower activity under the eastern trough next week so I 
will use a blend of the models.  For the outlook period, temperatures on Monday will be above normal in the 
Plains to the Southwest and below normal in the East and Pacific Northwest. Temperatures will slowly warm 
across most areas through the end of next week as the ridge becomes more dominant. The Pacific Northwest 
will remain below normal and migrate to the Northern Plains late in the week. Scattered showers may continue 
for the Southeast and Mid-Atlantic through the week. Periods of showers move from the Pacific Northwest into 
the Northern Plains next week as well. -DTN  

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Moderate rain fell over eastern areas Tuesday. The heat looks 
to return again ahead of the next system this weekend, where additional moderate rainfall will help emerging to 
developing crops. Periods of showers may continue through next week as well. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Widespread moderate to heavy rainfall fell over 
Kansas and Nebraska on Monday and Tuesday. Strong wind gusts of 60-70 mph were observed behind the 
system on Tuesday. Winds will diminish Wednesday. Dryness should follow this system for the majority of the 
area over the next week. The dryness now is welcome as wheat harvest ramps up. Corn areas may start to see 
stress should the dryness last through next week. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Moderate to heavy rain fell in the west with moderate rain moving 
over the north and east for Wednesday. After the system passes through the region, notably drier and cooler 
weather will be expected for most areas for the following 7-10 days. Some occasional isolated areas of rainfall 
may be possible next week, but not consistent across the region. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON/FIELDWORK): Heavy rainfall from Cristobal has helped to eliminate dry spots in 
the region, but shower activity will be limited through next week. Stress to emerging cotton and soybeans may 
mount if the precipitation cannot sustain soil moisture. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON/LIVESTOCK): Scattered moderate showers continue across the region Wednesday. 
The front to the system moving through may linger near the coast with additional heavy showers through the 
weekend. Isolated showers may continue next week. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON): Moderate to heavy rainfall remains confined to Parana and points southward 
through the weekend and into next week, a benefit to corn and cotton and developing wheat where flooding 

The Stories of the Day: 

The Sister emerges as a player on policy https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/world/north-korean-leaders-sister-emerges-as-policymaker-
in-spat-with-south-korea/ar-BB15h2kB?li=BBnb7Kz  
Covid-19 still out there https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/coronavirus-hospitalizations-rise-sharply-in-several-
states-following-memorial-day/ar-BB15gllN?li=BBnb7Kz  
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does not occur. Dryness continues to be a concern for filling corn and cotton in the central and northern areas. -
DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered moderate showers will continue over the north through the 
weekend, but southern areas will see little to no showers. Soil moisture is short in the central and south outside 
of Buenos Aires and some stress to emerging wheat may be occurring. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN): Scattered showers continue over much of the continent 
through this weekend. Some moderate showers fell in the drought stricken northwest, helping to reduce some of 
the stress on wheat and developing summer crops. Germany has seen the best coverage so far. Scattered 
showers have continued to provide beneficial moisture to wheat and summer crops in the east. A heatwave will 
likely develop over Germany and Poland Friday through next week. If showers are not enough to provide 
adequate soil moisture earlier this week, stress will likely develop. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Scattered showers over Ukraine and Russia have been 
adequate to maintain moisture in Ukraine, and reports have been better for the drier portions of southern Russia. 
A heatwave in the region this week will cause significant stress to the drier areas of the region. However, some 
moisture coming off of the Black Sea could help induce showers over the southern portions of the region Friday 
into next week and continue rapid growth. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Drier weather is expected across most areas for the rest of the 
week, fostering rapid crop growth. Another large storm is expected this weekend with wind and some bouts of 
moderate to heavy rainfall. Alberta stands the best chance at moderate to heavy rainfall. Portions of the storm 
will linger through next week with more periods of possible showers. -DTN 

NORTHWEST AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Any remaining areas of filling wheat in Algeria and Tunisia will see 
only occasional showers this week, helping with dry down. Nothing can be done at this point to save the 
damaged wheat crop in Morocco. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT): Rather dry conditions have been noted for most areas over the last week, but 
soil moisture has been adequate thus far. A system moving through the country is expected to produce 
widespread moderate showers to the main growing regions Thursday through the weekend. Overall, conditions 
are favorable for growth. -DTN 

CHINA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN/SOYBEANS): Overall favorable conditions are found in the 
northeast for corn and soybean emergence and establishment. Drier weather over the central areas will benefit 
filling wheat and rapeseed as they move toward dry down. And showers in the south continue to be beneficial for 
developing sugarcane and rice. -DTN 

INDIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/RICE/COTTON): Rainfall continues to increase across the country as we 
head through the early monsoon season. This is beneficial to all areas for prepping soils for planting and for 
early growth. An outbreak of locusts has migrated into western India. Extensive damage has been reported for 
the early cotton and winter wheat crops. The swarm is starting to devastate newly planted summer crops, 
including cotton.-DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian August Palm Oil up down 27 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Sept corn unchanged vs. the Yuan, Sept beans up 101, Sept meal down 3, 
Sept bean oil up 18 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Japan’s Nikkei up .4% China’s Shanghai down .5% 
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• To start their day European Equity markets are slightly higher German Dax up .4% London FTSE up 
.3% 

• MATIF markets are mixed to lower Aug Corn unchanged to the Euro, August Rapeseed down 2.25, Sept 
Wheat unchanged 

• Save the Date…June 10th…FOMC meeting  

• Save the Date…June 11th…USDA S&Ds  

• Save the Date…June 15th…NOPA Crush  

• Save the Date…June 20th…Summer begins  

• Save the Date…June 30th …Grain Stocks and Planted Acres  

• Covid-19 Are you immune https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/10/are-you-immune-the-
new-class-system-that-could-shape-the-covid-19-world    

• Fall Armyworm, Cambodia feeling the wrath https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/fall-armyworms-
wreak-havoc?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=c2e7d01b53a60887450b2be83e08f21925e5e2e5-1591782909-0-
ATEoaJm9ZNYV1JEpEJO-8urTZdE7ojFULtltWwjUs9GJcz8-xxf2V6yB9N2JRJL5mWFuNbBWR2-
DNGVPD_ul9PQ6eLNUM5DKlyZA9uRzdAFZf3wkIAKND18h5coEKehXXy60-
vtpr12JZv5TlM7l_MxcPUy-pYZ98VGRHWezzXhYVCUzXT8luYrKyXBxkesP-
0tRKvVhhcVa_DcsHkbfGkL5AvGqChiI4XbDjA6VaogXU071YNKdoajQdLz98oW30eOpJEInN_xNU49rX
eMq4JyClvGzIqtXY8Iw1iSoVHRNX1gIVhUlc6MeHQQ_AhSpaA   

• ASF http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202006/10/WS5ee07e8ea3108348172521fb.html  

• Locust round II for India https://www.india.com/news/india/locust-attack-round-2-0-swarms-spotted-in-
maharashtra-centre-prepares-for-potential-outbreak-4053681/   

• Libya Civil War shuts down crude oil production, again and again and again 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/10/libya-state-oil-firm-declares-force-majeure-on-largest-oil-field.html  

• GASC in looking for wheat shipments July 12-22…because of poor growing season Morocco might have 
to import record amounts of grain in 20/21    

• Brazil getting kind of scary https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/10/world/americas/bolsonaro-coup-
coronavirus-brazil.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes  

Commentary:   

Grain world is on hold until the USDA reset of domestic and world S&D numbers on Thursday. Macro markets 
are on hold until we see the FOMC meeting results today at 1PM CDT. These results could give us insight on 
what the FED might be thinking for further stimulus for the US economy. FED think will go a long way in easing 
or ginning up fears on how long the extraordinary help the FED has been providing to the US economy will have 
to last. We also hope the FED gives us insight on how to view economic numbers in the Covid-19 era. The dollar 
of late has been on a decent break. Will the FED talking points suggest that the dollar may not be needed as 
much as a safe haven point? If this is the case, dollar bears will be out in force suggesting that we could be at 
the tip of a multi month bear market for the dollar. https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-global-borrowing/column-
central-banks-cant-back-off-now-idUKKBN23H19T  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your investment 
experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY 

INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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